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About Andy Weissman
• Senior Counsel at Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman

o 30+ years experience providing strategic advice at C-suite level

o Highly regarded energy regulatory attorney and Clean Air Act expert 

o Couples legal expertise with deep industry knowledge

• Major role in transforming US energy and environmental policy

• Helped to pioneer emissions trading in United States

• CEO, EBW Analytics Group
o Premier energy market analysis service since 2003; publishes:

• Energy Risk Report, the only analysis designed specifically to aid energy procurement 
professionals

• Energy Market Outlook, next-generation analysis of the nexus between weather and the 
cost of natural gas and electricity

• Energy Flash Report, a daily analysis with the latest changes to weather and the natural 
gas supply/demand balance

• Follow me on LinkedIn             @Andy-Weissman
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Energy Flash Report
• Natural gas demand and weather changes and forecasts 

• Forecasts for current and following two natural gas storage weeks

• Delivered daily before the bell 



Energy Risk Report
• The only publication with specific procurement recommendations for large energy users
• Designed to assist buyers with optimizing timing of electricity and natural gas purchases
• Monthly issues: National, ISO-New England, MISO, ERCOT, Cal ISO, PJM and NYISO



Looking Twelve Months Ahead
• US energy markets on cusp of far-reaching change

‒ 2020 election could be gamechanger
‒ Profound implications for manufacturing sector and US economy

• Climate change likely to be major priority
‒ Every Democratic candidate committed to significant reductions in use of 

fossil fuels

• US power markets could be permanently altered
‒ Equally significant implications for natural gas

• Future of energy intensive industries could hang in the balance
‒ Cost-effectiveness could become a “life or death” issue

• IECA members in a position to play a critical role



Paradigm Shift Regarding Climate Change



Terms of the Debate Have Fundamentally Changed

• Prior to last year, no sense of urgency
• Climate change previously thought to be long-term problem

‒ Temperatures expected to increase gradually over extended period
‒ Not thought to be a significant health issue

• Goal was to limit total increase in ambient air temperatures 
to 2 degrees Celsius

o Required gradual reduction in emissions by 2050



Facts Matter
• These beliefs have been shattered

• As recently as two to three years ago, no one anticipated the frequency and 
severity of extreme weather events

o Global phenomenon 
o Deadly wildfires, massive droughts, extreme flooding, killer heat-waves, rapid 

disintegration of glaciers

• Fundamentally alters public perceptions and support for sweeping action

• Simultaneously, a flurry of new reports by United Nations IPCC and others 
have punctured previous assumptions

o Reports conclude that to avoid catastrophic harm, temperature increase must be 
limited to 1.5°C

o Requires drastic emissions reductions over next ten years
o Intensifies commitment to action by many political leaders



October 2018 U.N. IPCC Special Report

• Addresses potential impact of increases in ambient air temperatures 
greater than 1.5°C

• Conclusions:
o Limiting temperature increases to 2°C not adequate

• Warming above 1.5°C will lead to severe harm 

o Time is running out
o Requires rapid decreases in annual Greenhouse Gas emissions over the 

next twelve years
 Absent immediate action, large-scale negative emissions measures will be 

essential
 Not yet demonstrated
 Estimated cost of $600/ton of CO2 removed



Potential Harm if 1.5°C Threshold Exceeded
• Potential impacts include:

o Major increases in drought, intense heat episodes, wildfires, torrential 
rains, and massive floods

o 50% increase in amount of land mass fundamentally transformed
 Up to one fifth of Earth’s surface

o 420 million more people exposed regularly to extended periods of 
deadly

o Major water shortages
o Several hundred million people exposed to climate-induced famine
o Virus mutation rate accelerates exponentially while immune system 

suppressed
o Massive releases of methane from permafrost

 Affected land about the size of Mexico



No Longer Possible to Prevent Increases Above 1.5°C

• Requires 45% reduction in carbon emissions by 2030

• Needed actions include:
o Phase out of two-thirds of global coal use by 2030
o Rapid phase shift to all-electric vehicles

 Eliminate all gasoline- and diesel-fired vehicles by 2050

o Shift to near-zero carbon emissions for all electric generation globally

• Not plausible
o But provides insight into extent of reductions that may be needed



US Remains Major Source of Emissions

• While US has achieved major reductions in emissions, it 
remains the second largest emitter (behind China)

o On a per capita basis, stands out even further

Each Country’s Share of CO2 Emissions 
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CO2 Emissions Per Capita from Fuel Combustion in 2016
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Impact



Implications for US and Global Energy Market

• Enormous shifts coming soon
o Steep increase in demand for LNG
o Electrification of economy
o Explosive growth in intermittent resources, energy storage and 

demand response
o Steep decline in utilization rate for gas-fired generating units
o Off-the-charts increase in demand volatility
o Huge barriers to building infrastructure (especially in US)
o Rise of synthetic gas



Costs to Meet IECA 2030 Goals Would Be Huge

• WoodMac estimates $4.5 trillion
o More than cost of Iraq War or annual defense budget

• Three major components
o 1,600 MW of new renewable generation (12.3 X current levels): 

$1.5 trillion

o 900 GW of energy storage: $2.5 trillion

o 200,000 miles of high voltage transmission: $900 million



Sweeping Changes in US Power Sector Already 
Underway
• Far reaching changes already occurring state-by-state, utility –by-utility 

and through corporate-sponsored projects
o Not yet reflected in EIA data

US Renewable Portfolio Standard Requirements and Goals 
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Democratic Agenda



Support for Sweeping Action Building

• Many major Democratic candidates endorse:
o Some form of “leave it in the ground” 

o Requirement for 100% renewable energy by 2030

o Severe restrictions on use of hydraulic fracturing

• Support for ban on new gas-fired generation also 
growing



Top Ten List
Potential new initiatives by a new Democratic Administration in first  
90 days after taking office include:

1. Accelerated war against coal

2. National Clean Energy Standard/path towards 100% renewables

3. Build out of nationwide transmission network

4. Potential ban on construction of new gas-fired generation

5. Ban on new federal oil and gas leasing/restricted drilling of 
existing leases 

 Both onshore and offshore



Top Ten List (cont’d)

6. Greatly intensified war against new oil and gas pipelines
• Construction could come to a total halt for 2-3 years

7. New pipeline safety requirements that could greatly increase 
costs

8. Federal ban on flaring

9. Aggressive restrictions on fugitive methane emissions

10. Drilling bans in non-attainment areas for ozone and NOx
• Net effect could be to bring investment in new gas-fired 

generation and new natural gas infrastructure to a near total halt



Key Issues



Essential to Find a Least-Cost Path
• While many manufacturing companies support further emissions reductions, critical to 

develop cost effective strategy

• Experience with transmission during the past decade illustrates need for industrial 
sector to bring adequate expertise and resources to bear

o No rigorous demonstration that benefits outweighed the cost

Annual Investor-Owned Utility Transmission Spending, 1990-2018 ($ Billions) 
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Solution in Part to Focus on Reductions in Other 
Sectors
• Politically expedient to put all of the burden on power

o But lower cost solutions often are available

Global Greenhouse Emissions by 
Economic Sector 
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California Experience Sobering
• While renewable energy costs have plunged, in a state in which 

resource availability is high, electricity costs have escalated sharply
o Costs to achieve long-term goals could crush state economy

Transitions Costs vs Levelized Costs of Renewables
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Fossil Fuel Fleet Could Shrink Sharply

• Most coal-fired plants could be shut down, with few new 
gas-fired plants to replace

Currently Scheduled Coal Retirements Through 2030, 
With Increasing Announcements Likely 
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Projected New Combined Cycle Capacity in Various 
Stages of Development, 2020-2025
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Developing Best Solution Complex Exercise
• Comparisons of levelized cost not enough

o System-wide solution essential

EIA Levelized Cost of Electricity for New Generation Resources 
Entering Service in 2023 ($/MWh) 
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Major Role for Renewables But Not Complete 
Solution
• Cost effectiveness varies by region

Global Horizontal Solar Irradiance
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Cost Effectiveness Declines Once Penetration Rate 
Reaches High Levels
• At high penetration rates, additional renewables increasingly displace other renewables 

• While energy storage is likely to play an increasingly important role, can only bridge short-
term gaps

California Solar Effective Load Carrying Capacity
in 2050 
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in Base Scenario 



Recommendations
• Stakes for energy intensive industries couldn’t be higher

o No one else is likely to protect industry’s interests
o Actions taken by IECA members will be critical

• Scale of effort should not be underestimated
o Will require most intensive effort IECA members have ever 

undertaken
• White House, Capital Hill, numerous federal agencies and state PUCs 

in key industrial states 

• Key is to develop a cost-effectiveness standard and insist that 
it be met
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